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TRACKLISTING

1. Before We Go
2. Don’t Go Wasting Your Devotion
3. Let’s Not Slam Doors Anymore
4. Of Course You Are
5. The Longest Silence Ever Heard
6. Show Me Where It Hurts
7. What You Gave Me Is Not A Gift
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montdore . bandcamp . com
facebook . com / montdoremusic
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blackbassetrecords . com 

Brussels based screamo / post - hardcore band Mont-Doré will release its new album, FRACTURES, on April 22nd 
via Black Basset Records.

Mixed by Gaspard De Meulemeester and mastered by Magnus Lindberg.  
This very limited edition release is illustrated by Safia Bahmed-Schwartz.

“ FRACTURES ( noun plural, from the latin fractura ) : 1. The cracking or breaking of a hard object or material.   
2. A crack or break, typically in a bone or rock. ”

Mont - Doré’s first EP Escalades offered a vicious blend of screamo and DIY hardcore, and saw them hit stages 
together with the likes of ’68, Birds In Row, Year Of No Light, Celeste, ZZZ’s, Raketkanon, PIGS, and Death Engine.
With the addition of a new guitar player, Mont - Doré returns with FRACTURES, an album with a more refined sound, 
yet still dangling over the edges of an emergency. Far from being placated, FRACTURES has the sound of a band 
violently confronting its inner - self, cranking out a visceral sonic amalgam somewhere between screamo, post - rock 
and post - hardcore. An intense experience, these are 7 tracks ( including What You Gave Me Is Not A Gift, featur-
ing Death Engine vocalist Mik ) without breathing space ; a dive into the listener’s subsumed anxieties and longing  
for a different tomorrow.

 FRACTURES - an album for the days after the “day after”. A remedy that should be screamed.


